boot catalog

Authentically American

Wesco Promotion
circa 1925-1930

Wesco Hardwood Boxes
Made locally from American hardwoods, Wesco signature boxes can
be ordered in large, medium and small sizes. Dovetail joinery, antique
hardware, and the custom-made handle are details that make these
substantial boxes a distinctive gift idea.
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Wesco Boots Are Without Rival
There are two factors that set Wesco boots apart from all other boots:
Wesco’s are made from top quality, full grain leather—this adds to the
hand-to-hand, and step-by step. It is in this 155-step process that we
or do anything that could compromise the quality of our

the quality of materials we use and the details in our craftsmanship.
comfort and longevity of the boots. Our bootmakers work as a team,
have earned and maintained our reputation—we don’t take shortcuts
boots. See the full Wesco boot story at www.wescoboots.com.

A Wesco Boot

Industry Standard Boot
Rolled leather top facing

6 1/2 -7 oz. full-grain leather
Solid brass studs mounted in grommets
to prevent pulling out of leather

Rolled top facing using thinner, lesser quality leather

6-6 1/2 oz. full-grain leather
Studs not mounted in grommets

Full leather gusset to top of boot folded in three
layers to provide complete shin protection

Partial leather gusset (does not go to top of boot)
only provides partial protection

Full leather counter pocket with crush- and
water-resistant Stytherm material in between

Full leather counter pocket with synthetic support

Specialized shoemaking clinching nails

No nails for attaching soling material – just glue

Full leather heel base
Non-corrosive, double-ribbed, slightly arched
steel shank for comfort and maximum support

8 -8 1/2 iron full leather sweat-resistant insole (Approx. 3/16")
9-9 1/2 iron full leather midsole (Approx. 3/16")
Combined soling material 1 3/8" thick
All leather slip-in inserts

13 oz. (over 1/4") full leather vamp and
leather lining provide double layer of protection

Rubber sole
Non-corrosive steel shank
Thin urethane insole
Cork filler
Combined soling material 1" thick
Thin foam insert

6 1/2 oz. single leather vamp, cloth lining

Hard toe (Steel or composite
safety toes are options.)
*Fully stitched
through the outsole

*Our VoltFoe® electrical hazard boots are made with welt construction to meet new electrical industry standards.

Glued on outsole
(uni-sole)

The long wearing traction of VIBRAM® is simply unsurpassed—the soles and heels of
Wesco boots are VIBRAM® unless otherwise specified.
VIBRAM® and the Yellow Octagonal Label are registered trademarks of Vibram S.p.A. of Italy. Vibram USA,
North Brookfield, MA, is the North American manufacturer of VIBRAM® soling products under exclusive license.
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The Custom Factor
The beauty of a custom boot is having complete freedom to choose every detail—
leather colors and textures, stitching, heels, soles, hardware—everything, heel to toe.
Many Wesco customers choose to customize their new boots from a full offering
of available options. Whether made as a style preference or to enhance the way the
boot functions for the wearer, it’s simply a great way to put a personal spin on a
handsome pair of Wesco boots. Keep in mind, not every boot can be customized
and some options are only available on certain styles.

Wesco Custom Fitting
A pair of custom fit Wesco boots can provide a level of
comfort rarely experienced in either a boot or a shoe—
they are made to conform to the unique contours of
your feet and legs. Accuracy of measurements is critically
important because they are used to make the pattern.
From the pattern, we build the last. The Wesco measuring
procedure is very precise—we ask that you follow instructions
exactly as specified. See a live presentation of the measuring
process at www.wescoboots.com/builder/CustomFitting.aspx.
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JH Classics were named in appreciation of
John Henry Shoemaker, the man who set the
standard for all Wesco boots. Everything that
comprises the integrity of Wesco boots is built
right into this oxford-style shoe.

A Classic makes its return to the Wesco lineup. Constructed with the
high quality materials you’ve come to expect, the Romeo offers the
comfort and convenience found only in a slip on shoe. With almost
100 years of shoe making experience behind us, look for the Romeo
to become one of your favorites.

Custom Only

Custom & Stock
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Boss
Without question, the Wesco Jobmaster is our most versatile boot.
While it offers industrial strength protection on the job, just as many
customers have chosen the Jobmaster as a favorite for everyday wear.
It’s comfortable, durable, and can be customized with more options
than any of our other lace-up boots.

Motorcycle enthusiasts have always shown a preference for the handsome
Wesco Boss but it gets as much mileage from those who just like the solid
comfort and style. It can be customized in any number of ways to give it
your own distinctive look.
Custom & Stock

Custom & Stock
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Packer

Morrison

The Wesco Packer is not only an outstanding outdoor boot, it’s a great
riding boot. Full-leather stitch-down construction delivers comfort, long
wearing Vibram® soles and heels provide traction, and paddock styling
adds the Western flair. With the under slung heel and spur ledge, our
Wesco Packer is saddle friendly. An extra quarter inch in heel height
gives you added stature.

Classic lines give the Wesco Morrison a look that can be worn just about anywhere.
So transitional, it makes a superb choice for those who won’t wear anything other
than their Wesco boots. The name harkens back to our company’s very first location
on Morrison Street in downtown Portland, Oregon.

®

Custom Only

Custom Only
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Harness

Motorcycle Patrol

The Wesco Harness is a timeless style with a solid attitude. This classic is
a rugged performer that wears well for a full range of outdoor pursuits
anytime, any place. The Harness is definitely a signature look.

Police departments around the country have made the Wesco
Motorcycle Patrol standard issue for their law enforcement
officials. Born to protect and defend, many will recognize these
boots from the vantage point of a rearview mirror. Those who
require on-the-job comfort and performance will appreciate
the care that has been taken to deliver on both counts.

Custom Only

Custom Only
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Highliner

®

Recognized as the superior climbing boot since its
introduction in 1938, our Highliner is designed and
constructed specifically for power, telephone, cable utility
workers and arborists. Because comfort is integral to safety
and quality craftsmanship is critical to protection, this boot
has extra arch support, heavy-duty steel shanks, spur-shielding
heel breastplates and leather side flaps.

VoltFoe

®

Custom & Stock

Linemen, arborists, utility workers, electricians or anyone
who works in close proximity to power lines will understand
the extreme value of these electrical hazard climbing boots.
No other boot in the category offers this level of protection.
Everything about them spells safety: full-leather welt construction, composite toe, and compliance with rigorous standards for
F2413-2011 MI/75 C75 EH.
Custom & Stock
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Timber
Its origins are steeped in the history of Oregon loggers and today, after
almost a hundred years, the Wesco Timber maintains its status as a logging
boot without rival. Superior safety features and extreme durability provide
secure comfort to those working with heavy equipment on steep terrain.
We leave it to you to choose between patented, riveted calks or an exclusive
replacement calk system.
Custom & Stock

Firestormer

®

Nothing has been spared in the construction of this boot—it is built to deliver
the highest level of protective comfort in the heat of fire. Handcrafted from
durable 7 oz full grain leather, the Wesco Firestormer has fire-resisting
Vibram® 100F lug soles to steady footing on rugged terrain, lightweight
black no-burn upper stitching, heavy black Kevlar® upper and sole stitching
and black leather laces.
Custom & Stock
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Leather

Lacing Patterns

Rough-out

Rough-out

Black Tie Domain

Black

Rough-out

Black Pebble

Rough-out

Rough-out

Redwood

Rough-out

Brown Domain

Rough-out

Burlap

Navy

Brown Leather

Buckskin Leather

Rough-out

Brown

Rough-out

Slate

Toe Caps

Rough-out

Burgundy Domain

Rough-out

Olive

Rough-out

Regular Toe

Toe Cap with Heavy Upper Stitching

Lace-to-Toe

Toe Cap with Lightweight Upper Stitching

Semi Lace-to-Toe

Dress Toe Cap (Lightweight Stitching Only)

Vegetable

Lining

Black Leather

Cambrelle®

Cambrelle® with
Kevlar®

Tobacco Leather

Platinum Leather

Navy Leather

Cambrelle® with
Thinsulate
TM

Light
Thread
Toe Patterns
Black

Brown

Sterling

Navy

Red

Black

Khaki

White

Orange

Yellow Kevlar®

Boss Toe

Western Toe

Motorcycle Patrol Toe

Harness Toe

Heavy
Thread
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Black Kevlar®
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Laces

Top Straps

Flat Black

Black Leather

Black Nylon
Two Top Straps

One Top Strap

Three Top Straps

Tan Nylon

Rawhide

Brown Nylon

Hooks & Eyelets

Pull Straps

No Top Straps

Instep Straps

Brass
No Instep Straps

Buckled Instep Straps

Satin
Copper Ox*

Black
Nickel

Nordic
Brass*

Brass

Gun
Metal*

Nickel Wesco
Branded

Nickel
Ox*

Steel
Safety Toes
Nickel

*Roller buckle
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Black

Safety Toes

Buckles & Rings
Nickel

Nickel

Harness Straps

Composite
Safety Toes

Brass

Steel and composite safety toes meet ASTM F2413-2011 MI/75 C75 impact and compression class ratings.
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Soles

#100 Vibram®

#100H Vibram®

#100F Vibram®

#430 Vibram®

#269 Vibram®

Excellent traction,
medium wearing,
non-oil resistant,
non-marking black

Good traction, long
wearing, non-marking

Excellent traction, long
wearing, oil resistant, flame
resisting, non-marking
black, flexible at high
temperatures

Medium traction,
long wearing,
oil resistant,
non-marking black

Mini-rib surface for
slip-resistance without
trapping debris,
low-medium wearing,
non-marking black

The long wearing traction
of VIBRAM® is simply
unsurpassed—the soles
and heels of Wesco boots
are VIBRAM® unless
otherwise specified.

#700 Vibram®

#705 Vibram®

#1275 Vibram®

#232 Vibram®

Low traction,
long wearing,
oil resistant,
non-marking

Low traction,
long wearing,
oil resistant,
non-marking

Medium traction,
long wearing, non-oil
resistant, marking black,
low heel unisole

Medium traction, long
wearing, oil resistant,
non-marking black,
low heel uni-sole

VIBRAM® and the Yellow
Octagonal Label are registered
trademarks of Vibram S.p.A. of Italy.
Vibram USA, North Brookfield, MA,
is the North American manufacturer
of VIBRAM® soling products
under exclusive license.

Boot Rebuilding
Well-worn Wesco’s* can be brought back to life for substantially less than
a new pair, adding significant value to your boot investment. Once we
receive the boots, we give them a thorough inspection and the process
begins. We replace the heels, outsoles, midsoles, insoles, shanks, counters,
vamps, laces, false tongues, and rotate the eyelets. Because the boots are
re-lasted during the rebuild process, we can resize or make minor
alterations to accommodate any changes in your feet. See the rebuilding
process at www.wescoboots.com/builder/BootRebuild.aspx.
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Raptor Black

Raptor Chocolate

Raptor Camel

Raptor Malt

Slip and oil resistant,
good traction, long
wearing, non-marking,
cushioned wedge sole

Slip and oil resistant,
good traction, long
wearing, non-marking,
cushioned wedge sole

Slip and oil resistant,
good traction, long
wearing, non-marking,
cushioned wedge sole

Slip and oil resistant,
good traction, long
wearing, non-marking,
cushioned wedge sole

*We only rebuild Wesco boots. Occasionally, we get a pair of boots that are simply past the
point of rebuilding.
Due to the ASTM EH standards our VolfFoe boots must meet, we are unable to rebuild or
repair the boots under this standard. VoltFoe boots sent in for rebuilding can only be rebuilt
to a Highliner or Jobmaster style without the ASTM EH standard.
Due to the construction of the JH Classics and Romeo, they are limited to outsole
replacement only
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Wesco Caps

Brown

Black

Charcoal

WescoWear

Khaki

Wesco Beanies

®

Wesco T-Shirts
Shirts made in the U.S.A.
FAMOUS HIKER SHOE TEE

Available in white only.
WESCO® 1925 TEE

Available in black and grey.
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Black

Grey

Royal Blue
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Explore www.wescoboots.com
Our Wesco website offers a wealth of information about our boots, our company, and a good idea of what
makes Wesco boots such a great investment. A few things we’d like to point out:
n
n

n

n

The Wesco Story: A full introduction—sit back and enjoy the presentation.
Wesco Custom Boot Builder: Check out the “demo build” feature that allows you to go back
and forth with colors and options until you determine exactly how you want your Wesco’s to be made.
Once you’ve worked out the details, go to the Wesco Custom Boot Builder, identify your final choices and
place your order.
Custom Fit Boot Measuring Process: Capturing accurate foot and leg measurements is so much
easier if you can actually watch the process—see a live demonstration.
Boot Rebuilding Process: Before and after—see worn Wesco boots when they arrive and the steps
we take to give the boots a fresh start.

Wesco Showroom
Visit us in Scappoose and you’ll get the full Wesco experience. See the boots, try them on, and if you decide to order custom fit boots,
get your measurements taken. Give us a quick call and let us know when you plan to come out. Factory tours are available by appointment.
Please contact us at least 2 weeks prior to arrange a tour time.
Showroom hours: Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. (Pacific Time)
52828 NW Shoe Factory Lane, Scappoose, Oregon 97056

Contact Us
OFFICE: Monday–Friday 7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. (Pacific Time)
WARRANTY DEPARTMENT: Monday–Friday 7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. (Pacific Time)
CUSTOM FIT DEPARTMENT: Monday–Thursday 6:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (Pacific Time)
TELEPHONE: 800-326-2711 (U.S./Canada) 503-543-7114 (Outside U.S. and Canada)

FAX: 503-543-7110

department

ext.

email

department

ext.

email

General Inquiries
Retail Sales
Dealer Sales
New Dealer Inquiries
Commercial Sales
Contract Sales

200
200
210
210
210
210

boots@wescoboots.com
retail@wescoboots.com
dealers@wescoboots.com
dealer@wescoboots.com
commercial@wescoboots.com
contract@wescoboots.com

Custom Fit
Boot Rebuild
General Warranty
Accounting
Marketing

110
207
230
222
240

customfit@wescoboots.com
rebuild@wescoboots.com
warranty@wescoboots.com
accounting@wescoboots.com
marketing@wescoboots.com

We Stand Behind Our Product
Each pair of boots is carefully inspected before leaving the factory. Should you experience a problem with the boots (within 90 days from the
date of delivery of the boots to the original purchaser) please return as follows:
1. Email warranty@wescoboots.com or call our warranty department at ext. 230 with any questions.
2. Box and return boots within the 90-day warranty period.
3. Write a note specifically explaining the problem and enclose in the box with the boots. Please include your name, phone number, full mailing address, and email address in your note.
4. Enclose a copy of the packing slip or sales receipt as proof of purchase.
5. If you purchased your boots from a Wesco dealer please provide the name of the dealer, copy of your receipt and the purchase date.
6. If sending via USPS: West Coast Shoe Company, PO Box 607, Scappoose, Oregon 97056-0607
If sending via UPS/FedEx: West Coast Shoe Company, 52828 NW Shoe Factory Ln., Scappoose, Oregon 97056

Our Limited Warranty
n
n

n
n

n
n
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This warranty is made to the original purchaser of each item of new boots from West Coast Shoe Company.
West Coast Shoe Company warrants that boots sold are merchantable and free of defects in workmanship and materials at the time of
shipment from the company’s factory.
West Coast Shoe Company will repair, or at its option, replace, any boots which under normal use fail to conform to this warranty.
West Coast Shoe Company will repair or replace boot or boots without charge for materials or service, provided that the defective boot or
boots are returned to the company’s factory, postage paid, within 90 days from the date of delivery of the boots to the original purchaser.
West Coast Shoe Company shall not be liable for any damages or loss beyond replacement, repair, or refund of the purchase price.
West Coast Shoe Company’s liability shall be limited exclusively to repairing or replacing the boots under the conditions as aforesaid, and
in no event will the company be liable for consequential damages, including but not limited to economic losses or injuries sustained while
wearing West Coast Shoe Company boots.
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800-326-2711 (U.S. and Canada)
503-543-7114 (outside U.S. and Canada)
www.wescoboots.com

© 2016 WEST COAST SHOE COMPANY, SCAPPOOSE, OREGON

52828 NW Shoe Factory Lane
PO Box 607
Scappoose, Oregon 97056-0607

